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ISLAMABAD: Pakistani laborers walk along a pathway after a hard day’s work during a sunset yesterday. — AFP

Financial 
flows affect 

rich countries 
LONDON: Any spill-over damage to the developed world from a
sell-off in emerging markets is likely to come through violent
swings in financial flows rather than via lost trade, with Japan
seen as most vulnerable. Tokyo stocks, which rely heavily on fick-
le flows from foreigners, have seen the third worst start to a year
in the past half century, partly as investors sought to make up for
losses in emerging markets by pulling out of Japan. The impact
of the emerging market rout is also evident in the United States,
where foreign central banks are cashing in Treasuries to spend at
home. Further selling and related upward pressure on yields
may prompt the Federal Reserve to maintain its monetary stimu-
lus for longer. In the euro zone, sharp falls in emerging currencies
may aggravate disinflationary pressures by lowering import
prices for goods manufactured in developing economies.

Emerging assets have come under pressure as concerns
about a slowing China and the Federal Reserve’s stimulus wind-
down triggered an exodus of foreign capital. A spike in global
risk aversion and the corresponding surge in the safe-haven yen
hit Tokyo stocks, which lost over 8 percent this month. While
Japan has a large savings base, domestic investors tend to hold
more government bonds and their equity allocation tends to be
buy-and-hold. According to the Tokyo Stock Exchange, 70 per-
cent of the daily liquidity in its main section is driven by foreign
investors. This leaves Japan vulnerable to ebbs and flows of for-
eign capital, regardless of better economic fundamentals and
the “Abenomics” reforms introduced by Prime Minister Shinzo
Abe. “Japan will be a hostage to issues that are affecting emerg-
ing markets. When there’s risk aversion, Japan gets sold,” said
Jonathan Schiessl, investment manager at Ashburton. “People
flooded back into Japan with Abenomics but there’s a risk of for-
eign capital withdrawal.” Trade channels are less likely to pose a
threat to the developed economy. Gross exports to emerging
economies are less than 5 percent of economic output in the
United States, according to Goldman Sachs.

US, Europe
Developed market financial conditions could tighten, as a

result of feedback via portfolio adjustments driven by the
emerging turmoil. In the case of the United States, foreign cen-
tral banks may be forced to liquidate their Treasury holdings fur-
ther to defend their currencies. Yesterday’s data showed overall
foreign holdings of US debt such as Treasuries, mortgage-
backed securities and agency debt which are stored mainly by
foreign central banks at the Fed fell to $3.325 trillion in the week
ended Wednesday, the largest weekly decline since June.

The benchmark 10-year Treasury yield has fallen to a 2-1/2
month low of 2.67 percent as investors sought safe-haven
Treasuries but a sustained sell-off from foreign central banks may
push up the yield. The related financial tightening may be
enough to persuade the Fed to push back the timing of the first
interest rate hike, or even slow the pace of its stimulus wind-
down. “Financial markets could transmit shocks directly, tighten-
ing DM financial conditions in the process... Investors use DM
markets as hedging tools during times of stress or because pres-
sures to reduce risk more generally force selling of more liquid
assets,” Goldman said in a client note.

“An undesirable tightening in financial conditions would
probably ultimately be met by central bank responses.” Falling
emerging currencies and weak demand in emerging economies
as a result of financial shocks would be a disinflationary combi-
nation for developed economies, especially in Europe where
inflation is on an alarming downward trend.

Yesterday’s data showed euro-zone consumer price inflation
fell in January to 0.7 percent, reinforcing warnings from the IMF
that deflation was a potential risk. The ECB is expected to stay
put until mid-2015 after cutting its key interest rate to a record
low of 0.25 percent in November, but deflation risks could
change the plan. Europe is also at a higher risk from an emerging
economic slowdown, given the exposure of its corporates to the
developing world. 

European companies derive more than 23 percent of rev-
enues from emerging markets, compared with around 14 per-
cent for Japanese and US firms, according to MSCI. “The euro
area periphery could find itself under scrutiny again. Those who
compete directly with countries whose currencies are falling
sharply may also struggle more, with parts of the euro area
periphery and commodity producers again the most likely to
suffer here,” Goldman said. —  Reuters 

MOSCOW: Russia’s economy chief said yesterday that the country
had survived the worst of its sharp growth slowdown and was on
the path toward cautious expansion in the coming year. Economy
Minister Alexei Ulyukayev said he thought Russia’s $1.1-trillion econ-
omy had suffered its most dire phase in the fall of 2013 and that
agriculture and industry were now both picking up steam. “It seems
to me that we passed the low point somewhere around the third
quarter of 2013,” news agencies quoted Ulyukayev as telling a min-
isterial meeting. “Promising symptoms are becoming visible of a
gradual improvement in the situation,” the economy chief said.

Russia’s growth reached an estimated 1.4 percent last year-the
second-worst performance since Vladimir Putin became prime min-
ister in 1999 and just a quarter of the Kremlin’s original target of five
percent. Fitch Ratings yesterday attributed the slowdown to a
“decline in investment and the inventory cycle” and forecast an
expansion rate of 2.0 percent this year. “A shrinking labor force and
lack of structural reform constrain long-term growth,” Fitch Ratings
said in a report. Investor mistrust of Russia’s economic reform efforts
contributed to the ruble being swept by a wave of currency depreci-
ation that struck emerging markets at the end of last week.

The Russian currency has lost more than six percent of its val-
ue against both the dollar and euros this year despite strong
intervention by the Central Bank. It bounced back from a historic
low against the euro on Thursday but was down 0.5 percent yes-
terday afternoon to trade around 47.67 rubles. The dollar was
worth 35.20 rubles-also up 0.5 percent and once again approach-
ing a five-year high it had set on Wednesday. Analysts attributed
the slightly slowing rate of the ruble’s decline to positive US
growth data and a vow by Russia’s Central Bank to spend an
“unlimited” amount on the currency should it slip outside its pre-
viously-established trading band.

Russia’s Central Bank this year reduced the amount of its direct

interventions on the market as it proceeds with the planned intro-
duction of a fully-convertible ruble exchange rate by the start of
2015. But Central Bank Chairwoman Elvira Nabiullina said late on
Thursday that the free-float plan “did not provide for a complete
end to intervention.”

Capital flight risk
Economists attribute a part of the ruble’s troubles to a deteriorat-

ing current account balance that is being hurt by a steady outflow
of foreign investor cash. Capital flight reached $63 billion (46.5 bil-
lion euros) in 2013 and the government had hoped to see the figure
shrink to $25 billion this year. But First Deputy Economy Minister
Andrei Klepach said that investors’ recent turn against emerging
markets could result in up to $35 billion leaving Russia in the first
three months of the year alone. “It looks like our target will have to
be adjusted,” news agencies quoted Klepach as saying.

He added that recent ruble weakness may translate into more
expensive imports that push inflation above its annual target rate of
4.8 percent. “But I do not think that we will move above 5.5 per-
cent,” Klepach stressed. Some economists said the authorities
appear to have been alarmed by the ruble’s rapid deterioration and
are now resigned to having to pursue currency support measures
for much longer than originally planned. “The Central Bank appears
to be increasingly concerned about the extent of the recent fall in
the ruble,” Capital Economic said in a research note. The London-
based consultancy estimated that the Central Bank had bought
about $5 billion (3.7 billion euros) worth of rubles on the Moscow
Exchange in January-a fraction of the $40 billion a month it was sell-
ing during the worst of Russia’s 2008-2009 financial crisis. “With
some $500 billion in (gold and hard currency) reserves, it can stom-
ach intervention on this scale for some time,” Capital Economics
said. — AFP 
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ISLAMABAD: The governor of Pakistan’s central bank has resigned,
finance ministry officials said yesterday, on the eve of a regular
International Monetary Fund review of a $6.7 billion bailout loan.
Yaseen Anwar was appointed governor of the State Bank of Pakistan
(SBP) in October 2011. He resigned on Thursday citing personal rea-
sons, finance ministry spokesman Shafqat Jalil told AFP, though
analysts said policy differences had made his departure likely for
some time. The government yesterday appointed deputy governor
Ashraf Mahmood Wathra as the acting governor until further notice,
the finance ministry said in a statement.

The IMF approved the package for the country in September last
year, subject to strict economic reforms, particularly in its troubled
energy sector and tax system. Finance ministry officials confirmed
that talks between Pakistan and IMF officials for the third tranche of
$545 million were due to be held from today in Dubai. “The resigna-

tion of the SBP governor is not going to have any impact in our
review talks with the IMF,” a senior finance ministry official told AFP.
“The talks would focus on the review of economic situation of
Pakistan in the second quarter (October-December),” the official
said.

“The government has fulfilled all the conditions under the IMF’s
Extended Fund Facility and we hope to get the funds by March,”
the official added. Leading English newspaper The News quoted
Anwar as saying that he stepped down to spend more time with
his family. “There are personal reasons and particularly due to
recent injury of my son that compels me to move and stay togeth-
er with my family especially after having served at SBP for almost
seven years as governor and deputy governor through very chal-
lenging times amidst financial turmoil globally,” The News quoted
Anwar as saying.—AFP
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